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Home buyers, real estate agents, and lawyers reveal the new
realities of shopping for a house during a pandemic — and
why it's not necessarily a bad time to look
Susan Margolin 12 hours ago
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Like many couples, Lauren and her husband dreamed of owning a

home, but struggled to save the down payment. They had <nally

saved enough in December 2019 — after 11 years. 

"Our kids don't have any memories of living in a house; all their

memories are of apartments and condos," she shared. Their oGer

was accepted on the <rst house they saw, near Nashville, Tennessee,

in February. Elated, they noti<ed their landlord and scheduled

movers for March. 

Then the coronavirus hit. 

"It feels like a dream come true, but one that's happening in the

midst of a nightmare," said Lauren, who chose not to reveal her last

name for privacy reasons. "It's bizarre to move forward on such an

expensive, permanent purchase when everything else in life right

now feels so unstable." She added that her family's fortunate to still

have reliable income coming in, but while they don't regret the

decision, "it feels weird to be doing this when so many others are

losing jobs and worrying about housing," she explained. 

Similarly, my husband and I wavered on buying a house for three

years. We longed to put down roots after living overseas for over a

decade and renting for our entire adulthoods. But prices in our kids'

Boston-area school district stretched beyond our budget. The

pandemic, however, meant less competition. So, as we stocked up

on toilet paper, pasta, and Clorox wipes, we also applied for a

mortgage pre-approval. 

The day after schools closed, we viewed a house by appointment

and decided to make an oGer. With lockdown imminent, we

returned with an inspector the next day. Because we could waive

inspection and sign an agreement quickly, the sellers accepted our

oGer — the same day that Massachusetts' governor ordered all

residents to stay at home and nonessential businesses to close. 

The National Association of Realtors' recent survey found that 60%

of real estate agents report home buyers are delaying purchasing

due to the pandemic. On the sellers' side, 57% are delaying listing

houses. Mortgage rates are volatile and lenders are requiring higher

credit scores for loan approvals.

Yet buyers like Lauren and I are proceeding to hunt for what is likely

to be the most expensive purchase of our lives.

"I have to have a place to live," explained Carliss Chatman, an

assistant professor at Washington and Lee University School of Law

in Virginia, who closed on her <rst home in late March. "If I keep

paying rent, I'm just throwing money away."  

Many buyers have been preparing for years for this purchase. They

have cash set aside and stable jobs — for now.

For some, it's an opportunity. Even though home prices haven't

plummeted and may never, conditions are becoming more favorable

to buyers. Only people who must sell are listing.

"I think it's an opportunity because sellers are nervous." said Shauna

Rives, a real estate lawyer in the Boston area. "They're probably

more willing to accept oGers that before they wouldn't consider."

Homebuying is more stressful than ever,
but preparation can ease some concerns 

Buying a house today means making peace with uncertainty.

"Losing sleep, being emotional, not eating, and feeling stressed is

normal for everyone buying a house — even if we weren't in a

pandemic," said Mardell Gully, a real estate agent in Orange County,

California. Buying a home is ranked as one of the most stressful

events in life.

Now, becoming a homeowner brings unprecedented health risks,

like being exposed to a new, highly-contagious virus, and <nancial

risks, like losing your main source of income to layoGs or furloughs. 

"I had this fear that something was going to change with the

coronavirus that was going to make it impossible for us to actually

complete the purchase," admitted Lauren. 

Chatman searched for two years until she bid on a house that was

still being built as COVID-19 surfaced in the US. "I had a moment of

hesitation where I thought, 'Oh my god, I'm spending all this money

and what happens if the world totally falls apart?'" she shared.

Just as we're learning to calculate how much food we need in

quarantine, homebuyers can gain a little control — and stave oG

stress — through preparation, too. 

Lauren's lender advised her to request a cashier's check from her

bank that was higher than estimated costs two weeks in advance of

closing — they didn't want problems withdrawing funds if banks

closed or costs increased. Thankfully, neither occurred. 

Chatman researched how local housing markets fared after the 2008

<scal crisis, having lived through it herself — they rebounded — and

worked through worst-case <nancial scenarios before she placed an

oGer. A self-declared "germ-phobe," she felt comfortable moving

into a new construction where builders followed strict sanitizing

standards. 
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Latest news

Safety comes [rst as agents and home
buyers schedule virtual and private tours
and stock up on hand sanitizer

Industry coronavirus guidelines direct agents to comply with all

local orders and CDC advice and place public health and safety as

the No. 1 priority. Homebuyers and agents in almost every state

must navigate local restrictions (which you can track on Red<n's

website) — and they change daily.

The rules of the open house. Susan Margolin

Where services are permitted, NAR advises all agents to limit in-

person activities and use tools like 3D tours and virtual tours. Open

houses are discouraged or prohibited (as in California). Instead,

agents schedule private appointments with social distancing. 

When my husband and I viewed our house, the seller's agent turned

away anyone without an appointment. Clear COVID-19 precautions

were posted at the entrance, along with an abundance of hand

sanitizer, soap, and gloves next to brochures in the kitchen.

Some inspectors only enter

houses alone or after sellers

have moved, and appraisers

complete drive-by appraisals.

Registries and lenders are

transitioning to e-documents.

Even safety regulations are

changing. In Massachusetts,

sellers used to be responsible

for <re inspection; now, buyers

have 90 days after closing to comply. Movers remain essential

services in most states, for now. To get quotes, we've shown our

apartment to movers over FaceTime — some movers can coordinate

moves without the owners on premise.

"Everyone explained their

COVID-19 protocol as soon as

they spoke to me," explained

Chatman. She was the only

person allowed in the room at

closing. Documents were laid

out for her on a desk with

gloves, hand sanitizer, and a

new pen. 

For Lauren, the title company representative also oGered an option

of  "document quarantine" in which she could mail documents to

prevent her from touching anything that the representative just

signed. Instead, Lauren sanitized her hands, brought the documents

home, washed her hands again, and left them out of the way,

untouched for days. 

Will buyers purchase solely from virtual tours? Gully is skeptical.

She recommended viewing the virtual tour, but also scheduling an

appointment if interested. "Even if we have videos, people need to

see and feel a property before they buy it," she explained. 

Job security can't be taken for granted

Greg ChistoGferson, a real estate agent in Utah, said that more

precaution is being taken throughout the process. 

"We're looking deeper into the pre-approval letters that we get from

lenders, and I am asking, both the buyers' agents and the lenders, a

lot more questions," he said. "I really try to <nd out how secure their

job is." 

Rives has observed that some mortgage approvals are taking longer

than before COVID-19, so buyers and sellers need to be prepared to

shift timelines. 

Joanne Zeolie, the president of Monument Mortgage in

Massachusetts, warned buyers to not take job security for granted

given risks of "heightened economic uncertainty." She encouraged

buyers to look at listings to get a sense of the market, but only to bid

if they have options — in other words, more than one way to <nance

the purchase. Before making an oGer, she recommended all buyers

to have a substantial rainy-day fund, a partner's salary that can

cover mortgage payments if applicable, or a family member who

agrees to co-sign your loan.

"Everyone needs a back-up plan," she advised.  

COVID-19 contract clauses mitigate most
but not all risks 

New types of COVID-19 addendums that protect buyers and sellers

from pandemic-related risks are being added to real estate

contracts, and include extending the closing date if local restrictions

prevent transactions. 

For example, my husband and I added in an "excused delay" to our

agreement, which includes lender or registry delays or an inability

to secure movers. If closing is further delayed, we or the seller can

agree to terminate the purchase. 

COVID-19 clauses don't mitigate all pandemic-related risks,

however. Buyers can't back out because they're afraid of exposure or

if they discover the seller has COVID-19 (For this, request a deep

clean). Clauses also may not help if a buyer loses their job after

they've already locked in a mortgage. To mitigate this risk, Rives

advised buyers to set the mortgage contingency date as late as

possible so they can back out without losing their deposit. 

"Don't sign an agreement without a lawyer," Zeolie added. 

A new home to shelter in place

The night she closed on her house and received the sanitized keys,

Lauren slept deeply for the <rst time in weeks. 

"It feels like a weight has been lifted," she rehected. With more living

space and a backyard, she said, sheltering in place will be a lot

easier.

We don't know when the pandemic will end — or what the "end"

looks like. In other words, we'll be spending a lot of time at home. 

"Buying and selling homes isn't going to stop," Gully said. "People

will always need shelter. And now, they need a place to shelter in

place." 

Susan Margolin is a freelance writer who creates corporate content.

She looks forward to working from her new home for the foreseeable

future.

Do you have a personal experience with the coronavirus you'd like to

share? Or a tip on how your town or community is handling the

pandemic? Please email covidtips@businessinsider.com and tell us

your story.

Get the latest coronavirus business & economic impact analysis from

Business Insider Intelligence on how COVID-19 is aKecting industries.
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SEE ALSO: An entrepreneur built a 6-[gure PR company from
a travel trailer where she lives, works, and manages an all-
remote team. Here's how she's keeping business strong
during the pandemic. »

NOW READ: The cofounder of an online fashion startup only
runs his business a couple of hours a week while working full
time. Here are the 2 strategies that helped him optimize his
company into a successful side gig. »

NOW WATCH: Financial experts share advice on how to invest
your money during the coronavirus pandemic

More: BI Prime House Buying coronavirus COVID-19 

The pandemic has made real estate conditions favorable to
buyers — the people selling houses now are those who really
need to.

But buyers need to follow precautionary measures, including
bringing back-up sanitizing products and gloves and adding
"COVID-19 clauses" to their contracts.

Some houses are only providing virtual tours, while others are
doing staggered open houses.

Agents must follow guidelines from local orders and the CDC, as
well as keep up with changing rules regarding social distancing
protocols.

Click here for more BI Prime stories.
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